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Advertising, freedom of the press, and
the _message from Washington.
Advertising and freedom of the press are not
mutually exclusive.
With that in mind, the following editorial
{reprinted from Barron's, April3, 1978J should be of
interest to all thoughtful Americans•.

EDITORIAL COMMENTARY

Getting the Message:Washington Has Launched a Drive Against C.orporate Advertising

W

ASHINGTON - A Senate Sub·
committee has just launched a
hunting expedition .aimed against ad·
vertising which gives corporate views
on controversial issues. It also includes
ad campaigns designed to improve the
corporate image. Specifically, the Sen·
ate Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure has subpoe·
naed mountains of material, much of it
confidential and some involving trade
secrets, from four major oil companies,
Exxon, Gulf, Mobil and Texaco, and
their four advertising agencies, Benton
& Bowles; Doyle, Dane, Bernbach;
McCaffrey & McCall, and Young &
Rubicam. The chief executive officer
of the eight firms have been ordered to
appear, with the material, before the
Subcommittee this Friday.

* * *

Stated purpose of the investigation
is vague. A-ccording to Subcommittee
Chairman James Abourezk (D., S.D.),
it's to see whether the Internal Reve·
nue Service, Department of Energy,
Federal Communications Commission
and Federal Trade Commission are
carrying ·out their duties with regard to
such advertising and exercising proper
coordination in doing so. In fact, it
looks like a thinly disguised attempt to
see whether the Subcommittee can
find anything to pin on the oil compa·
nies in their effort to get across to the
public theirside of issues. Ori this score,
of course, their position tends to differ
from that of Chairman Abourezk, who
last year co-sponsored legislation to
break up 18 major oil companies. The
Subcommittee reportedly also plans to
extend its ad investigation to such food
processors as General Foods. General
Mills and Pillsbury.
Whatever the purpose of the Sub·
committee's probe, it is bound to have
a chilling effect on all issue and image
advertising. The specter of subpoena of
confidential information may haunt all
future dealings with Madison Avenue.
Among other things, the Subcommittee
wants all tapes and movies for broad·
cast commercials and tearsheets for

However, more than free speech'
for advertisers is involved. After all.
the press keeps watch on government.
To carry out that mission, it needs the
financial support of advertisers (who
obviously· don't control it, or they
wouldn't spend their ad money to ex·
press contrary views). Taken altogether,
the federal attacks on advertising strike
some observers as an attempt to under·
mine the financial foundations of the
free press.
· Over on the House side, the Sub·
committee on Commerce, Consumer
and Monetary Affairs is in the midst of
an investigation of advertising; it ex·
pects..to boldhearingsJater this month.
The House effort is concentrating on
what it views as the illegality of deduct·
ing issue and image advertising as a cost
.of doing business.
Peter Barash, staff director of the
House Subcommittee, estimates that
corporations spend $1 billion or more a
year on advertising and mass mailings
aimed at influencing public opinion on .
legislative matters. He cites particu~ ·
larly the ads of Mobil, the utility and ·.
shipping industries and mass maili~gs
which seek to influence stockholders
anJ/or employes. Many companies, he
said, don't realize that because they
constitute so-called grass1 roots lobby·
ing, such expenses are not deductible.
(Mobil told Barron's it takes no tax
deductions for its political ads.) Barash
adds that the Subcommittee.so far has
found inadequate IRS enforcement and
significant non-compliance with the
law.
IRS has gotten the message. ~om·
missioner Jerome Kurtz wrote the
General Accounting Office last Decem·
ber th~tt the agency will audit half the
returns filed by la\'ge trade associations
(and perhaps large firms later) to see if
they are violating Section 162 of the
Internal Revenue Code on issue and
image advertising. Kurtz added: "We
recognize our responsibility to audit
this area because of its public policy
implications, even though its revenue
producing potential may be less than

Amendment rights are involv~d? "That
is an interesting point; I really haven't
thought it out:' he replied. Siegel added,
however, that newspaper and magazine
stories and editorials deal with matters
involving the public interest, whereas
mass mailings, issue advertising and
other forms of indirect lobbyil;:tg deal
with issues in the self interest of busi·
ness, not the public interest. The Con·
stitution, however, doesn't guarantee
free speech only to those promoting
the public interest.
Conceding gray areas in the Code,
Kurtz wrote that IRS will publish clari·
fying rulings; it ha' issued four. These
bold,Jn essence .th
rate expen•
:ses are not deductible if they seek to
influence legislation through stock·
holders (mailing testimony of a corpo•
rate president, for instance) or through
newspaper and magazine ads. An asso·
ciation may deduct the expense of urg·
ing its members (but not prospective
ones) to contact their Congressmen. It
must not deduct the cost of urging its
members to contact their employes and
customers on legislative matters.
Uncle Sam already has financed
propagandaagainstadvettisingthrough
the National Endowment for the Hu·
manities. It paid for a blistering tirade
in one instalment of Courses by News·
paper, the gist of which was that ad·
vertising is ripping off the public and
should not be tax deductible as a busi·
ness expense. While we read it in The
Washington Post, some 400 newspapers
publish the Courses, and over 250 col·
leges give credits to those who read
them and pass tests on them.
Here's just one of the instalment's
many controversial statements: "The
advertising subsidy .that supports and
guides the cultural industry is extracted
through a levy on the price of all adver·
tised goods and servi~es. Some call this
private taxation without representa·
tion. The price is hidden in the price
of soap; I pay when.! wash, not when I
watch TV or read a magazine!'
Such views, of course, run counter
to elementary economics. Advertising

only to regulate unfair and deceptive
trade practices: Accordingly, the study
found that televising sweets commer·
cials to children is unfair because it
persuades them to consume products
which are cariogenic (close in sound,
but not in meaning, to the scare word,
carcinogenic).
The study was especially concerned'
about the naivete of the extremely
young. But two· and three-year olds
don't go shopping on their own: That
leaves it up to their parents. The staff
said, however, that denying requests of
babies for candy and such injures the
parent-child relationship. If this estab·
lishes the precedent that the government has the obligation to step in to

prevent parental discomfort in denying
any request.of a child, the implications
are mind-boggling.
At the Commission meeting in late
February, just before it voted to pro·
ceed with the rule-making, it heard
arguments from its staff. Liberally lac·
ing their conversations with warnings
about cariogenic dangers from sweets,
staffers warned emotionally that tooth
decay is growing pandemic because
most recent surveys indicate that 20
million Americans have full sets of false
teeth. What they neglected to mention
in the oral presentation is that the "most
recent survey" was taken in 1962.
FTC Director of Policy and Plan·
ning Robert Reich says that his agency
will be doing more to force advertisers
to pay for commercials representing ·
contrary viewpoints, as well as "correc·
tions!' A case involving whether FTC
can force the marketers of Listerine to
pay for corrective commercials now is
on its way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Last year the FCC ruled that Wash·
ington's WTOP·TV violated the Fair·
ness Doctrine by broadcasting a Texaco
commercial against breaking up the oil
companies. As a result, the station aired
without charge 30 TV spots by Energy
Action which not only countered the
<:ommercials but also attacked oil in·
dustry participation in other forms of
energy and equated
. oil executives
. . with
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ASHINGTON - A Senate Sub·
W
committee has just launched a
hunting expedition .aimed against ad·
vertising which gives corporate views
on controversial issues. It also includes
ad campaigns designed to improve the
corporate image. Specifically, the Sen·
ate Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure has subpoe·
naed mountains of material, much of it
confidential and some involving trade
secrets, from four major oil companies,
Exxon, Gulf, Mobil and Texaco, and
their four advertising agencies, Benton
& Bowles; Doyle, Dane, Bernbach;
McCaffrey & McCall, and Young &
Rubicam. The chief executive officers
of the eight firms have been ordered to
appear, with the material, before the
Subcommittee this Friday.

* * *

Stated purpose of the investigation
is vague. According to Subcommittee
Chairman James Abourezk (D., S.D.),
it's to see whether the Internal Reve·
nue Service, Department of Energy,
Federal Communications Commission
and Federal Trade Commission are
carrying ·out their duties with regaro to
such advertising and exercising proper
coordination in doing so. In fact, it
looks like a thinly disguised attempt to
see whether the Subcommittee can
find anything to pin on the oil compa·
nies in their effort to get across to the
public theirside of issues. Ori this score,
of course, their position tends to differ
from that of Chairman Abourezk, who
last year co-sponsored legislation to
break up 18 major oil companies. The
Subcommittee reportedly also plans to
extend its ad investigation to such food
processors as General Foods. General
Mills and Pillsbury.
Whatever the purpose of the Subcommittee's probe, it is bound to have
a chilling effect on all issue and image
advertising. The specter of subpoena of
confidential information may haunt all
future dealings with Madison Avenue.
Among other things, the Subcommittee
wants all tapes and movies for broad·
cast commercials and tearsheets for
printed ads since 1973, tax records in·
volving the ads, minutes of boards of
directors' meetings and corporate cor•
respondence setting advertising strat·
egy. Thus, compliance in itself would
be punitive, even if the Subcommittee
finds nothing wrong. Contrariwise, fail·
ure to honor the subpoenas would in·
volve substantial legal expense, as well
as perhaps risking a finding of con·
tempt of Congress.
.
Ominous enough in itself, the Subcommittee is only part of a growing and
multifaceted federal attack on advertis·
ing, one which bodes ill for future freedom of expression. It also seems to run
counter to several recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, notably that involving
the Virginia Pharmacy Board, in which
the high tribunal declared: •:·.. Speech
does not lose its First Amendment pro·
tection because money is spent to pro·
ject it, as in a paid advertisement••• :• .

However, more than free speech'
for advertisers is involved. After all,
the press keeps watch on government.
To carry out that mission, it needs the
financial support of advertisers (who
obviously· don't control it, or they
wouldn't spend their ad money to ex·
press contrary views). Taken altogether,
the federal attacks on advertising strike
some observers as an attempt to under·
mine the financial foundations of the
free press.
Over on the House side, the Sub·
committee on Commerce, Consumer
and Monetary Affairs is in the midst of
an ~nvestigation of advertising; it ex·
pects.to holdhearingsJater this month.
The House effort is concentrating on
what it views as the illegality of deduct·
ing issue and image advertising as a cost
.of doing business.
Peter Barash, staff director of the
House Subcommittee, estimates that
corporations spend $1 billion or more a
year on advertising and mass mailings
aimed at influencing public opinion on .
legislative matters. He cites particu~ ·
larly the ads of Mobil, the utility and ·.
shipping industries and mass mailings
which seek to influence stockholders
anJ/or employes. Many companies, he
said, don't realize that because they
constitute so-called grass1 roots lobby·
ing, such expenses are not deductible.
(Mobil told Barron's it takes no tax
deductions for its political ads.) Barash
adds that the Subcommittee.so far has
found inadequate IRS enforcement and
significant non-compliance with the
law.
IRS has gotten the message. ~om·
missioner Jerome Kurtz wrote the
General Accounting Office last Decem·
ber that the agency will audit half the
returns filed by large trade associations
(and perhaps large firms later) to see if
they are violating Section 162 of the
Internal Revenue Code on issue and
image advertising. Kurtz added: "We
recognize our responsibility to audit
this area because of its public policy
implications, even though its revenue
producing potential may be less than
other issues.
Section 162 of the Code involves
thornyissuesconcerningthedifference
between indirect lobbying, educational
·material and free speech. (The Code
exempts the press.) It permits lobbying
to be deducted as a business expense
when it involves direct contact with
the legislature, but stipulates that this
"shall not be construed as allowing the
deduction of any amount paid or in·
curred in connection with any attempt
to influence the general public, or seg·
ments thereof, with respect to legisla·
tive matters, elections or referendums!'
Stuart Siegel, chief counsel of IRS,
told Barron's, that so far as he knows,
this has never been challenged consti·
tutionally. Tax deductions, he said, are
a matter of legislative grace. We
pointed out, however, that the press is
specifically exempted from Section
162. Doesn't this indicate that First

Amendment rights are involv§d? "That
is an interesting point; I really haven't
thought it out;• he replied. Siegel added,
however, that newspaper and magazine
stories and editorials deal with matters
involving the public interest, whereas
mass mailings, issue advertising and
other forms of indirect lobbying deal
with issues in the self interest of busi·
ness, not the public interest. The Con·
stitution, however, doesn't guarantee
free speech only to those promoting
the public interest.
Conceding gray areas in the Code,
Kurtz wrote that IRS will publish clari·
fying rulings; it has issued four. These
hold,Jn essence, that corporate expen·
ses are not deductible if tbey seek to
influence legislation through stock·
holders (mailing testimony of a corpo•
rate president, for instance) or through
newspaper and magazine ads. An asso·
ciation may deduct the expense of urg·
ing its members (but not prospective
ones) to contact their Congressmen. It
must not deduct the cost of urging its
members to contact their employes and
customers on legislative matters.
Uncle Sam already has financed
propagandaagainstadvei:tisingthrough
the National Endowment for the Hu·
manities. It paid for a blistering tirade
in one instalment of Courses by News·
paper, the gist of which was that ad·
vertising is ripping off the public and
should not be tax deductible as a busi·
ness expense. While we read it in The
Washington Post, some 400 newspapers
publish the Courses, and over 250 col·
leges give credits to those who read
them and pass tests on them.
Here's just one of the instalment's
many controversial statements: "The
advertising subsidy .that supports and
guides the cultural industry is extracted
through a levy on the price of all adver·
tised goods and servi9es. Some call this
private taxation without representa·
tion. The price is hidden in the price
of soap; I pay when.! wash, not when I
watch TV or read a magazine!'
Such views, of course, run counter
to elementary economics. Advertising
is essential for large volume, which, in
turn, permits lower prices because of
economies of scale. And advertising
also encourages competition. The
results, needless to add, have been a
standard of living that is the envy of
the world.

•••

Spending all of one's adult life as a
Washington journalist means encoun·
tering a lot of tortured reasoning. But
our prize, on~ lollilop, goes to a 346·
page study by the staff of the Federal
Trade Commission, which persuaded
the commissioners to vote unanimously
for a rule~making proceeding to con·
sider prohibiting or regulating advertis·
ing of sugared products on TV com•
mercials aimed at children. A lot of
money is involved, since FTC estimates
expenditures of all kiddie commercials
are around half a billion dollars a year.
By law, the Commission has authority

. Reprinted from BARRON'S, April3, 1978

only to regulate unfair and deceptive
trade practices: Accordingly, the study
found that televising sweets commer•
cials to children is unfair because it
persuades them to consume products
which are cariogenic (close in sound,
but not in meaning, to the scare word,
carcinogenic).
The study was espedally concerned·
about the naivete of the extremely
young. But two· and three-year olds
don't go shopping on their own: That
leaves it up to their parents. The staff
said, however, that denying requests of
babies for candy and such injures the
parent-child relationship. If this estab·
lishes the precedent that the government has the obligation to step in to

prevent parental discomfort in denying
any request.of a child, the implications
are mind-boggling.
At the Commission meeting in late
February, just before it voted to pro·
ceed with the rule-making, it heard
arguments from its staff. Liberally lac·
ing their conversations with warnings
about cariogenic dangers from sweets,
staffers warned emotionally that tooth
decay is growing pandemic because
most recent surveys indicate that 20
million Americans have full sets of false
teeth. What they neglected to mention
in the oral presentation is that the "most
recent survey" was taken in 1962.
FTC Director of Policy and Plan·
ning Robert Reich says that his agency
will be doing more to force advertisers
to pay for commercials representing ·
contrary viewpoints, as well as "correc·
tions!' A case involving whether FTC
can force the marketers of Listerine to
pay for corrective commercials now is
on fts way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Last year the FCC ruled that Wash·
ington's WTOP·TV violated the Fair·
ness Doctrine by broadcasting a Texaco
commercial against breaking up the oil
companies. As a result, the station aired
without charge 30 TV spots by Energy
Action which not only countered the
-commercials but also attacked oil in·
dustry participation in other forms of
energy and equated oil executives with
muggers. According to William Hesse,
president of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies, "Our members
feel restrained because of the Texaco
thing!'
Well they might-and because of
other aspects, too, of the federal attack
on advertising. Much soul-searching re·
portedly is going on now in corporate
board rooms and executive suites over'
how to meet the onslaught. Like most
inroads on freedom, the moves osten·
sibly have a noble purpose. What could
1 be finer, for instance, than protecting
children? What could be more popular
than attacking Madison Avenue? But
is it really chipping away at the finan·
cial foundations of the free press and
·threatening freedom of speech? If such
attacks proliferate, questions like these
someday may have a hard time finding
their way into print. -Shirley Scheibla
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Corporate. Electiori Spending OKd

Court's 5-4 Opinion Says Firms May Pay to Express Vie~s; Doesn't Reach Direct Political Contributions
By Lyle Denniston
Washington Star Staff Writer

Corporations have a constitutional
right to spend money to try to influence the outcome of elections, the Supreme Court ruled today.
The 5-4 decision rejected the argument that the right of free speech is a
diluted one when exercised by a
major business firm.
Nothing in the Constitution or in
prior court decisions supports the

idea that political expression loses its.
prote.c tion "simply because its.
source is a corporation," the majority said.
Three of .the dissenting justices
complained that the ruling turns corporations loose to buy election results.
The dissenters also argued that it
is only a matter of time until · the
court extends today's decision to
strike down federal and state laws

-

forbidding corporations to make
campaign contributions directly to
polittcal candidates.
The majority, however, said in a
footnote to the opinion that it was not
ruling on direct political contributions by corporations.
That issue was not under review in
the case settled today, the majority
said.
"OUR CONSIDERATION of a corporation's right tO speak on issues of

-

-

-

general. public interest implies no
compaliJble right in the quite different co;xt of participation in a political mpaigll for election to public
office,' · e majority declared.
The ci!Cision struck down a Massachusettfiaw barring any corp()ration
from ~Pending money to influence
the outtome of elections on referendum qtfStions.
A referendum election involves
submittng a proposed government

-- policy to the voters for their reaction. because of businessmen's reluctance
to
take public stands.
Such elections do not involve voting
His opinion today involved no such
for a candidate for office.
promotton of the idea that businesses
Today's ruling was written by Jus- should speak out.
tice Lewis F. Powell Jr.
·RA111ER, IT WAS based on the
Before he joined the court, Powell court majority's belief that the Conhad argued strongly in favor of busi- stitution's First Amendment guarannesses beCOIJing involved in public tee of free speech is shared 6y busipolicy. PoweU had contended then, as nesses operating as corporations.
Under the Massachuetts iaw
a {>rivate lawyer, that the corporate
pomt of ~ew: was not getting across
See COURT, A-8

'""'

COURT
~--------~~~~

\
Continued From A-l
nullified today, a corporation could
spend money during a referendum
election campaign only if the _iss~e at
stake would directly affect the busi·
ness firm.
The majority said that limitation
in the law did not save it from being
unconstitutional.
·
"If a legislature may direct busi·
ness corporations to 'stick to business,' it may also limit other corporations - religious, charitable or
civic - to their respective 'business'
when addressing the public," the
ma).ority commented.
, Such power in government to
channel the expression of views is
unacceptable under the First Amend-·
ment," it said.
The court rejected the argument
made by Massachusetts that corporations would use their influence and
money to dominate political cam·
paigns.
IT IS UP to the people of the coun·
try, Powell declared, to decide who
to believe in a political campaign.
"If there be any danger that the
people cannot evaluate the information and arguments advanced by cor·
porations, lt is a danger contem·
plated by the framers of the First
1 Amendment," he said.
The majority also rejected the
argument that col'p9rate managers
would, in taking political stands in
public, suprress the possibly different politica views of their stockhold·
ers.
Powell's majority opinion was sup.ported by Chief Justtce Warren E.
Burger and Justices Harry A. Black·
mun, John Paul Stevens and Potter
Stewart.
Burger also filed a separate opin·
ion of his own to express his worry
that if other states did what Massa·
chusetts tried to do, it could limit the
operations of newspapers and broadcasters operating as corporations.
Burger said he could see no basis
for distinguishing between "media
corporations" and other corporations
in terms of their rights of free
speech. The chief justice denounced
the argument made by the state of
Massachuset~s to the effect that
media corporations have some spe·
ciat constitutional protection to speak
out because they are covered by dae
freedom of the press clause of the
First Amendment.

IJISSENnNG TODAY were Justices William J. Brenr.an Jr.1 Thurgood Marshall, William H. Rennquist
and Blron R. White.
Whtte, joined by Brennan and Marshall, argued that today's ruling w~ll
cut corporations loose to engage m
"ideological causes" in politics.
Those dissenters also argued that
the next ste_~? in freeing corporations
to take political action would be a
decision striking down a federal law
and the laws of 31 states which forbid
or limit corporate spending directly
to help political candidates.
"If the corporate identity of the
speaker makes no difference, all the
court has done is to reserve the formal interment of (such) statutes for
another day."
As they understood the view upheld by the court today, the dissenters said, "The use of corporate
funds even for causes irrelevant to
the col'J)C?ration's business, ~a~ ~e
no more limited than that of mdivtdual funds."
.
Rehnquist, in a separate dissentmg
opinion, said the court should have
gtven more credit to "a broad consensus of governmental bodies expressed over a period of many decades" in favor of limiting political
activity by corporations.
mE MASSACHUSETTS iaw was
challenged by two banks, two technical companies and a consumer goods
company doing business in Massachusetts.
.
The banks were First National of
Boston and New England Merchants
National. The other companies were
Digital Equipment Corp. and
Wyman-Gordon Co., the technical
firms, and the Gillette Co., a maker
of consumer goods.
Massachusetts' law provided
criminal penalties for corporations
violating it. A corporation could be
fined as much as $50,000 and a corpo· rate officer or director could be fined
as much as $10,000, sent to prison for
up to one year, or both.
The test case arose when the
voters of Massachusetts were asked
in 1976 to react to a proposal to
chanJe the .state constitution dealing
with mdividual income taxes.
Under the state constitution, individual incomes could be taxed only at
a flat rate. The propo.al was to
change this to permit a graduated
tax rate, one that becomes higher
with larger income.
That proposal was put to the voters
on Nov. 2, 1976, and they turned it
down.

1/L -'f. T. ¥-/t3 /7 ~

· Motherhood, apple pie,
and legal aid
1

• An impoverished widow, 84 years old,
spends half her meager income on rent.
She is entitled to a senior citizen's rent
exemption, but has to wait months before
her application is processed.
• A mother, temporarily under emotional
stress, allows her five-year-old son to be
placed in a foster home. When she recovers and wants to resume caring for her
child, she faces three years of red tape.
• An alien whose legal status is open to
dispute needs kidney dialysis ..His right to
government-supported treatment, the
only thing that can keep him alive, is in
doubt.
Most people, when confronted with
such problems, do the obvious: They get a
lawyer. But for the poor, the simple act of
getting a lawyer could became still another problem-if it weren't for The Legal
Aid Society.
Since 1876, The Legal Aid Society, Inc.
of New York has helped those who could
not help themselves. It began modestly by
providing free legal help to immigrants
who could not speak English, were bewildered by the laws of their new country, and
· could not afford an attorney. Today, it has a
staff of 700 full-time lawyers giving free
assistance to more than 200,000 people a
year, anywhere in New York's five
boroughs.
Most people know The Legal Aid Society for its work in representing indigent
clients in criminal cases. This is a large
and important facet of its work-a relativeI

ly new facet-and it is funded by government grants for public defender service.
There is also a Juvenile Rights Division,
financed by government, that represents
youngsters before the Family Court.
The Civil Division, on the other hand,
represents clients not only in the courtroom, but also before federal, state and
city administrative agencies. Many of its
lawyers are specialists in housing, welfare,
immigration, and other areas of law in
which people, particularly the disadvan~
taged, can become enmeshed in trying to
cope with a complex world that threatens
·
to engulf them.
Giving little people their day in court
involves far more than 24 hours. Appealing adverse decisions to higher courtsoften the costliest part of litigation-is an
integral part of the Society's service in
both criminal and civil cases.
Today, the work of the Civil Division of
The Legal Aid Society depends primarily
on contributions from business, industry,
and the professions, just as it did 100 years
ago, when a group of businessmen and
·'lawyers founded it.
Those early supporters saw it as their
civic duty to provide the means for making
the American system of justice work
equally for everyone, regardle!?s of ability
to pay. That's still the Society's function;
after all, along with motherhood an·d apple
pie, nothing is more American than a fair
shake before the law.
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By !\'lorton Mintz
Washin~ton

Post Staff Wnter

The Supreme Court ruled 5 to
4 yesterday that . a state cannot
prevent business executives from
. spending corporate funds to propagate personal and political views
.unrelated to their companies' business purposes.
The First Amendment to the Constitution was not meant to abridge
"speech indispensable to decisionmaking in a democracy" simply because ·'the speech comes from a corporation rather than an individual"
Justice LP.wis F. Powell Jr. wrote i'n ·
; ' the opinion for the court. .
Jn the main dissentin g opinion. Justice Byron R. White said the decision
raises ''considerable doubt" that the
court \vould uphold laws in 31 states
that restrict corporate political activities. l\1ost of the laws ban corporate
contributions to candidates- for state
offices.
White said the ruling also '"cl en rlv
raises great doubt" that the cout:t
would uphold the Corrupt Prnctlces
Act, the 1907 law with which Congress
ma?e it a .crime for a coq>Oration, a
national bank or a labor union to contribute money in connection with congressional or presidential elections.
In an initial reaction. Charles N.
Steele, associate general counsel of
the Federal Election Commission. told
a reporter he didn't share White's pes·
sism about how the court would rule
on the federal law. The majority
'·reaffirmed" il distinction between
corporate spending on election i5sues
and corporate election-campaign contributions, he said.
Common Cause senior vice president ~' red Wertheimer expressed a
similar view, but said that the court's
"just plain wrong" decision "'sets the stage for massive corporate expenditures in initiative campaigns throu·•hout the country and seriously und"ermines the integrity of the initiative
process."

A spokesman for the AFL·CIO
termed the decision "a victory for the
best freedom of speech that money
can buy."
The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States praised the ruling. lt
"clears business of the charge that the
appearance or possibility of corruption will inevitably result if business
speaks out on public issues," said
· President Hichard L. Lesher.
Other major .oi·ganizations with
stakes in the decision. including the
Democratic and Republican national
committees, had no immediate comment.
The decision was the first to confront the issue whether a corporation
-:defined by Chief Justice John i\ larshall in 1819 as '·an artificial bein"
!nvisible, intangible; and existing onlY
111 contem plation of Jaw"-has a protected liberty to engage in political
activities.
Although the court has decided numerous cases involving the federal an·
ticorruption law. its rulings ha,·e
never questioned the Jaw's constitutionality.
YesterdaY . the court acted on a
challenge to a ~\la ss achusetts corrupt- practices law. Justice Powell's 29·page
majority opinion and Justice White · ~

money to publicize their opposition to
the proposal.
20-page dissent were marked by
The commonwealth's hi ghest court
sharply worded charges and countercunanimously ruled agai nst them. holdharges.
ing that the stale legislature "clearly
The case also produced an tinusual
identified ... the parameters of coralignment. It came as no bi g surprise
pur<~le free speech" when it restricted
that Chief Justice Wan-en E. !3tn·gf' r
that speech on general political i s~ ues
joined Powell, or that Justices Wilto those that materially affect its busiliam J. Brennan ,Tr. and Thurgood
ness, property or assets.
l\larshall joined White.
In the opinion overturning the state
But Burger 's most con stant ally,
court. Justice Powell wrote, "If the
Justice William H. Rehnquist, disspeakers here were not corporatior i ,
sented in a seven-page opinion with
no one would suggest that the state
occasional near-populist overtones.
could
silence
their
proposed
"A state grants to a business corpospeech.... The inh erent worth of the
ration the blessings of potentially per- speech in terms of its capacitY fot· inpetual life and limited liability to enforming the public does not depend
hance its efficiency as an economic
upon the identitY of its source,
entity," he wrote.
whether corporation, association, union, or individual." He added:
"It might reasonably be concluded
that those properties, so beneficial in
"In the realm of protected speech,
the economic sphere. pose special
the legislature is constitutionally disqualified from dictatin g the subjects
dangers in the political sphere," Relmquist said.
about which persons may sPeak and
the speakers who may address a pubThe Massachusetts law makes it an
offense for banks or corporations- lic issue. If a legislature may direct
business corporations to 'stick to busibut not fot· labor unions, business and
ness,' it also may limit other corporareal estate investment trusts, and certain other entities - to make con- tions-religious, charitable, or civicthe purpose of to their respective 'business' when adtributions "for
dressing the public."
. . . influencing or affectin g the
The state contended that its restricvote on any questi on submitted to the
tion
on corporate speech was necessivoters" unless the question is one .
tated by compelling governmental
"materially affecting" it.
interests: sustaining the activity , of
The law specifically excludes from
human persons in the electoral procquestions "materially affecting" cor·
ess, and protecting the rights of shareporations those concerned entirely
holders with views different from
with "the taxation of the income,
management's.
property or transactions of inI3ut the state didn't show "that tile
dividuals . . . "
relative voice of corporations has
In the November 1976 general elecbeen overwhelmin g or even signifition. a · question on the ballot was
cant in influencing referenda in Maswhether to amend the state constitusachusetts." Powell said.
. tion to permit the legislature to imAs for shareholders. Powell said,
pose an individual income tax (the
theY may ultimately decide. 'throu gh
voters
defeated
the
proposed
the Processes of corporate democracy,
amendment).
whether their corporation should engage in debate on public issues."
Before the election, two banks and
three corporations wanted to . spend
''Not a single shareholder" joined
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the state In defending the law or ob.
jected "to the right asserted by the
corporations to ma ke the pro•
·u
expenditures." he noted.
In addition· to Cheif Justice Bur.t::e r.
Powell was joined by Ju st ices Pot(et·
~tewart . Harry ,\. Blaci<mun and John
Paul ~tevcns.
Justice White, In the princtpal dissentin g opinion. rejected th e m:~jority
contention that the First Amendment
forbids state interference with corporate managers who usc not only their
own money but also a corporation 's
"to circulate fact and opinion irrelevant to the business placed in their
charge."
He termed it "inexplicable" that the
majority, in "a drastic departure"
from prior def'isions, substututes its
judge:nent for the state's "in L context of the political arena where the
expertise of lc!; islators is at its peak
and that of judges at its very lo we~t.·•
Corporate outlays for political
causes "lack the connection with individual seH-expression which is one of
the principal justificatio ns for the
constitutional protection of speech,"
White said.
Protesting one of the most important decisions on the status of the corporation since the court declared it to
be a "pet·son" in 1886, White said corporations "control vasl amounts of
economic power which' may, if not
regulated. dominate not only the economy. but also lh e very heart of our de·
mocr<1cy. the electoral process."
He said that l\1assachusctts was entitled lo view corporate political expenditures ··as seriously threa tenin ,g
the role of the First Amendment as a
guarantor of a free marketplace o f
ideas."
In 1976. White noted. a state initia·
tive in l\lontana to rcquke legi5lative
approval of sites for nuclear power
plants was opposed by c orporations
that contributed $144,000, compared
with $451 collected by supporters. The
measure was defeated.
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Free speech for corporations
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It was nearly a century ago, in 1886, that the
U.S. Supreme Court first endowed corporations
with personalities and with the 14th Amendment
property rights that accompany them. The nation's courts have wrestled ever since with the
implications of that legal fiction, including the
intriguing question of whether corporations also
enjoy other personal rights - for instance, a
First Amendment right of free speech.
Such an issue arose in Massachusetts a couple
of years ago, when a bank and other corporations asked the state's supreme court to free
them from a law inhibiting their right to speak
out, as corporations, on the issue of a state personal income tax. The tax was before Massachusetts voters in a referendum for the fourth
time. But Massachusetts law, upheld by state
courts, barred businesses from spending corporate funds "for the purpose of . . . influencing
or affecting the vote on any question submitted
to the voters, other than one materially affecting any of the property, business or assets of the
corporation." A referendum on individual taxes,
the law said, is not exempt from the ban.
This week, the U.S. Supreme Court decided, S4, that the Massachusetts law violates the First
Amendment. Justice Powell, writing for the
Court, set aside the metaphysical issue of corporate personality. "The proper question," he declared, " .. . is not whether corporations 'have'
· First Ame ndment rights and, if so, whether they
are coexte nsive with those of natural persons.
Instead the question must be whether (the
Massachusetts law and others like it) abridge
expression that the First Amendment was
meant to protect.''
The focus, in other words, was on the function
of free speech, not on who exercises it. Framing
the issue thus, Justice Powell argued, persuasively, that even corporate "speech" "is the
type of speech indispensable to decision-making
in a democracy and (that) this is no less true
because the speech comes from a corporation
rather than an individual.
"The inherent worth of the speech in terms of
its capacity for informing the public, •• he continued, "does not depend upon the identity of the
source, whether corporation, association, union
or individual."
This refreshingly robust view, as two fervent
dissents suggest, threatens to blow sky-high the
regulationi st attitude toward the First Amendment. Many sta tes assume. and have so provided in "corrupt practices" laws. that all sorts
of restrictions may be 1 selectively - imposed

on the political speech of businesses and unions .
These restrictions are often circumvented, to be
sure, by fictitious entities (usually known as
"political action committees") that channel
business, trade association or union funds to the
same end, fooling no one and adding hypocrisy
to technical lawfulness.
It is by no means clear how far the implications of this ruling will carry. Justice Powell
was at pains to lay out limits to the emancipation the Court accords corporations. The decision, he said, does not imply an end to bans on
corporate giving to political candidates and
campaigns, where the threat of corrupt relationships lurks.
Some of the dissenters think otherwise, however. They fret about an extensive contamination of the democratic dialogue by shado wy
corporate and union financial power. And while
the Court must be taken at its word, it will r equire ingenuity to confine the logic;: of the
opinion to "expression" alone. If a corporation
· is free to use corporate funds to advocate ideas,
may it not logically "advocate" certain candidates and causes? We shall see.
Certainly the decisioiJ ramifies in all sorts of
directions. It implies that First Amendm ent
rights, at least in the eyes of five justices, pertain to the message , not the medium . The underlying vision of the "marketplace of ideas" is
broad. It presumes that it is ultimately the qu a lity- the persuasiveness -of an argument that
counts- not its source, amplitude or funding.
There may be pitfalls in this vision, as the dissenters insist. Justice White, in a lengthy di ssent, invokes the specter of "a corporation
(using) its privileged st atus to fir. ar:cc i c~olo;; i
cal crusades which are unconnected with t he
corporate business or property and which som e
shareholders might not wish to support." Assuredly, there's an element of risk; but who
ever argued that the Bill of Rights isn't mherently risky?
Despite the obvious pitfalls - and we agree ·
with Justice Powell that the fram ers of the First
Amendment must have foreseen them - the
decision, in our view, takes the ri ght view of
free expression. As Oscar Wilde once put it,
"the fact a man's a poisoner is nothing again~t
his pen ." Similarly, that a certain point of view
is urged by a business and propagated with its
financial resources does not assure it of either
assent or rejection - and certainly should not
deprive it of the right to be heard and considered .
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press right removes many troubling
. •·,Chief Justice Burger laid a small
trap for anyone who might choose to
contradictions, particularly the one
disagree with the Supreme Court's deraised by the Chief Justice. By reafcision last week giving business coqxr
firming the principle that the free
t;ttions more freedom to speak out on
press is a .constitutional right of all the
public issues.
people. not just a few with pad and
pencil in hand, the court has bolstered
r". The court, in First Natiorwl Bank
It against attack by those who see the
.,of 'Boston v. Bellott~ struck down a
institutional press as over-privileged
~;j.ssachusetts criminal statute re'who would like to chip away at its . 1
and
~?fricting businesses and banks from
prote,ctions.
1
propagating their views, holding this
cestriction unconstitutional under the
• Despite this, the majority ruling
First Amendment. The Massachusetts
has come under attack, as the Chief
law prohibited specified corporations
Justice no doubt foresaw. The critics
pi;>m contributing or spending money
see the decision as opening up the pubtb influence state referenda that have
lic policy arena to money-laden oil
~o ·material effect on the "property,
companies and the like, and regard
business assets of the corporation."
this as a bad thing. Mostly the critics
are the likes of Common Cause and
'.' ·In concurring in.the 5-to-4 majority
the AFL-CIO, whose· own political
opinion, the Chief Justice asked a farclout is likely to be reduced by more
reaching · question: How could the
,cqurt have upheld the Massachusetts
intense competition in the market,Jaw Without at the same tirre
place of ideas~
;''opening the door to similar restraints
We see, though.,' that the critics ·
:on media conglomerates with their
have been joined by at least one major
.vastly greater influence?" In other
newspaper, The Washington Post, ·
.;Wprds, how do you draw a line beThis
falls deftly into Mr. Burger's
.'(Ween the free press rights of a corp:>Why
is it a bad thing for Mobil
trap.
;r<ition that happens to publish a newsOil
Corp.
to
make its public policy
.paper or magazine and one that
,
views
known,
but
a good thing for The
merely manufactures paper? Indeed,
Washington
Post
Co.
to do so? Is it a
1he same "media conglomerate," as
big difference that Mobil buys ads
' 'tte Chief Justice puts it, may do both.
while the . Post owns big printing
· The court ·has attempted to deal
presses? Would the Post .be happier if
·with this knotty question in the past in
·Mobil,
implementing an ide~ it has
1
Seve'ra! different ways. It has, for exsometimes toyed with, goes beyond
· ~ple, tried to set apart the "press,"
· buying ads to buying whole news·operated under whatever organiza-'
papers?
:tiqnal form, as a definable institution
,
We would be the first to recognize
·that the framers of the Constitution
that
the best newspapers, like the
rclearly intended to protect. And it has
Post,
develop traditions in which their 1
.drawn· distinctions between ·"comviews ·represent much more than
··mercia:! speech,'' i.e ..corporate advercrass commercial interests, and that
'ti' ~mg,
.
...
and ."protected speech," a
where
these traditions exist they earn
· - ~~wspaper story.
those
views
a special hearing from the
;·.. But the present court obviously
public.
But
it is the tradition, not the
:finds the logic of these limited definiprinting
press,
that does the trick. To
. i tions of the constitutional free press
the extent they want to be truly effec·right troublesome. In decisions in 1975
tive, politically active corporations
! and ~976 involving restrictions on adwill have to develop their own-standvertising in Virginia the court held
ing. This cannot be a bad thing.
:·that the public has a clear interest in
The notion that mere money to buy
:qotaining commercial information; it
ads somehow tilts "power" implies
...thus greatly broadened First Amendthat after 200 years of democracy, the
ment protections for commercial
American electorate still is not fit to
·-speech. Now the Bellotti decision
weigh all the various arguments and
moves further towards the position
decide who comes up wanting. Justice
·that the doctrine of Freedom of the
Burger's trap was well laid. If eyery·,P,ress was meant to assure the public
one - even those artificial beings
..of the broadest possible flow of inforcalled corporations- has a say in pub:mation, not merely to set up a legally
lic .debate, public information .and
·defined, protected institution.
democracy can only benefit.
· '! This broad definition of the free
' J ,.<
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HE SUPREME COURTs ruling the other day freedom of.speech. from the list~ner's, not the speaJi. ·
T
that .corporations have a constitutional right to er's, point of view. Justice Lewis F. Powell, who
e~re8S 'their Views on political issues is a thunderbolt . wrote the ·majority opinion, believes the real mean- ·

m:iaw and politics. It breaks open questions long
.;ih:ouglit to have been closed. It raises the possibility
:that not only corporations but also comparable entifi~l~bor- unions, associations, partnershiPS:-will
. become. ~even more deeply involved than they are
now in. ~lective politics. And it helps to diminish the
C'btporation'~ peculiar status as "an 'itttificial being,
invisible, ~tangible," to use the memorable phrase of
Cliief J~tice Jo}ln Marshall. Legally a corporation is
now a "person" With at least some fundamental
~ghts and a voice the government cannot still. ··
-'':Among the central questions the decision raises are
th~e: Since government cannot limit the amount of
D}Qhey an individual spends directly . on a politiCal
~~ropaign (alt~ough it can limit contribt~tions to candidates), can it limit the amount a corporation
spends? Is ther-'e any di.tference between corporations and labOr unions in terms of expressing political
views and spending on campa1gns? Can lobbying activities of corporations be regulated differently from
t;&.e · activities of individuals? Which of· the other
rlg~ts and protections given to individuals by the Bill
9(: Rights now apply to corporations with equal
for~e~ How many other attributes of real persons will
the law or the courts eventually hand over to these
.
"
_.
artificial ''persons?"
"We don't know anybody who claims to know the
to those questions with any 'ceftaintywhich fs precisely why we are troubled by the direc' tionin which (he court seems to be heading. A corporati.on, after all, is quite different from a · human
being. Most are created for .only one purpose-makiilg mon~y_::_and are endowed with at least one quality'human beings lack: potential immortality. Their
sta"ke in the ~olit~c~ of a nation is considerable. But
they· lack the mechanism for self-expression that has
u,sually been th_9ught of as the core .of the First
Amendment. Corporations are not minds that formulate•ideas or even voices that freely express them.
Rather, in a poJitical debate corp'orations are megaphones for the views. of those who own or control
th~m. Yet corporations do not represent.the majority
vt_~w. of all those wh~ ar~ shareholders in them. Corporations, in short,' are money talking.
How, then~ ~d the court' come to lhis view that a
corporation has a' F}rst Amendment right to participate in political discussion? It did so by looking at

answers
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mg of free speech lies at least much in "affording '
the public acc'ess to discussion, debate and the dissemination of information and ideas" as in fostering
individual self-expression. What counts is the content
of speech, not its source. .
.
That view, a fairly new one in the court, grows out
of decisions that exten'ded First Amendment protec- · ·
tions to publishing · and broadcasting corporations.
Since a ~orporation such as that which pubUshes this •
newspaper enjoys the right to fr~edom of the press, ·.
the argument goes, other corporations must enjoy
the l:!ght to freedom of speech. In the last two years,·'
that analysis lias ~been used to establish at least some
First Amendment protection for advertising (com-\
mercia! speech). ' ·
·
: • ·•
That rationale for what the court has done is'llot
lacking in logic and app~l. But we find more persua- ,
sive the dissenting, traditional views of Justices Byron
R. White and William H. Rehnquist. Justice White
pointed out that the public would be unlikely to' lose •
either ideas or information if corporations could not
particiP,ate in political debate; the individuals who ·
thought up the ideas or gathered the information
would be perfectly free to communicate the~ as indi- .
viduals. Justice Rehnquist noted that the court has
previously extended the · protections o( liberty con- ·
tained in the Bill of Rights only to publishi.D.g corporations and to associations cr~ated for political purposes.
A basis can also be found in prior cases for a quite dif- :
ferent decision, one that would have permitted gov- ·
ernment to restrict the speaking right of corporat,ions ·
and other such entities to those matters that directly
affect the business in which they are engaged.
It will take years to comprehend the full dimensions of the change the court is making in the First
Amendment. Pres·umably, one immediate result is
that the views of IBM or AT&T or the AFL-CIO concerning,~ say, the Panama Canal treaties or who
should be president can now be spread as widely as
the views of a newspaper or individual, if those who
cqntrol the former organiz~tions want 'to make the
effort. If that will mean more robust and comprehensive political debate, that seems fair enough to us.
But if it will mean that the voices of those with the
most money will have an unfair advantage over otl!er
voices in political debate, we do not see how . that
would usefully serve the purposes of free speech.
I

I

.....
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SUPREME COURT RULING CORRECTS AN IMBALANCE

Free Speech for Corporations, Too
By JAMES J. KILPATRICK

U

NDER the Supreme Court's re-.
cent decision in a Massa,·.
chusetts case, corporations
may now exercise a right of free
' s~ch they never knew they had.
The idea takes a little getting used
' td, but on balance the public interest will be well served.
· · The case arose in the summer of
· 1976. Massachusetts had scheduled
&referendum for November of that
)rear on a state constitutional
amendment. The object of the
amendment was to let the state leg. lslature impose an individual income tax. The First National Bank
· ot Boston, in common with other
banks and corporations, strongly
opposed the proposition and wante~
' tl) mount a campaign of paid adver~ng against it.
~ 'Such a campaign would have vio~
• lated a Massachusetts law making
If a crime for any corporation to
make expenditures "for the purpose
· of influencing the vote on referen~m proposals." The statute specifi·
cally prohibited expenditures on the
issue of an income tax, and generally limited corporations to paid ad'Vertising on referenda "materially
affecting" their own business. The
First National Bank, and other
plaintiffs, sought an injunction to
1)1'0hibit prosecution under the law,
but the Massachusetts Supreme
Court upheld the statute.
A FEW days ago, the U.S. Supreme Court, by a 5-4 vote, re, versed. The effect is to nullify the
• Massachusetts law, and by e?Ctension to nullify similar restrictive
. statutes in 30 other states.
Speaking for the Court, Justice
. Powell drew a clear distinction be. tween elections and referenda.
, Elections involve candidates, refer-·
enda involve issues.
• ' , The question, said Powell. is not
whether the corporations have First
·Amendment rights that are coex•tensive with individual rights of

~
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free speech. The question is, rather,
whether the Massachusetts law
abridges the liberty of expression
the First Amendment intended to
protect. "We hold that it does." The
speech proposed by the plaintiff
corporations, in opposition to a proposed tax, "Is at the heart of the
First Amendment's protection."
If individual persons wanted to
buy advertising space to take sides
O)l a referendum, "no one would
suggest that the state could silence
their proposed speech." Corporations may be artificial persons, but
even so, they have "at least the lib·
erty to discuss publicly and truth·
fully all matters of public concern
without previous restraint or fear
of subsequent punishment." Such
speech "is the type of speech indis-

pensabie to decision-making in a de·
mocracy, and this is no less true because the speech comes from a cor·
poration rather than an individual."
THE MAJORITY'S opinion drew
a strong dissent from Mr. Justice
White, who objected to the whole
idea of corporations using their
wealth "to acquire an unfair ad·
vantage in the political process." He
saw no reason under the Constitution why a state could not prohibit
corporate expenditures for ideological purposes.
The decision will serve one useful
purpose in correcting the imbalance
that now exists in many states.
Labor unions have been free, of
course, to use their funds in supporting or opposing referendum

questions. Corporations will now
have the same opportunity to shape
public opinion for or against.
Justice White, In an extravagant
phrase, feared that corporations
might use their freedom "to consume" the states. So large an appre·
hension has small support. Corpora·
tions have no particular monolithic
view, even on issues affecting their
own business. Insurance companies
are divided on no-fault insurance;
auto companies have different
views on the air bag; United Airlines supports deregulation while
other airlines oppose it; supermar·
ket corporations split on the Agency for Consumer Advocacy. And so
on.
Banks and other corporations depend for their survital on a healthy
social-economic climate. Even when
public issues do not directly affect
their profits, tllese issues may indi·
rectly affect them in all kinds of
ways. In the absence of any good
reason to gag them, they ought to
have a right to speak out.
·Washlntton Stor Syndicate
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Corporate Speech and Media Inc.
Fortunately, the Chief .Justice of the Uniled States,
Warren Burger, is not always judicious. He let fly a
vigowus essay in the guise of a concurring opinion
last week which reminded us of important quatrels· on
the high bench concerning freedom of the press and
served notice that the First Amendmedt rights of, say,
The New York Times may one day be judged legally no
greater than those of General Motors. That raises some
fascinating and troubling free-speech questions and we
are grateful to the Chief Justice for- bringing them to
the surface. Unlike him, we think they are still safely
academic and we hope he will not press them toward
resolution too quickly.

•

The problem before the Court appeared relatively
modest: Did Massachusetts have the right. to forbid cor·
porations to lobby voters during a referendum about
an income tax? Like many states with similar laws,
Massachusetts had been careful to leave corporations
free to speak about everything in non-election seasons.
lt left them free also to participate in any referendum
that materially affected their business. But it specifiedimprudently, we think-that an income tax did. not
matetially affect that business. So when the tax vote
came, a bank and some corporations sued to speak. And
now the Court, 5 to 4, has struck down the law.
We do not particularly object to this outcome. An
incom<~ tax is arguaoly the business of a business ("We
must move our company to Connecticut because younger
executives refuse to live in high-tax New York," our
corporation friends keep telling us). And a referendum
is arguably different from an election of officeholders
in that it is a one-time poll involving no long-term delegation of power to anyone. So a state's understandable
fe.1r that corporations might use their legally nurtured
economic power to overwhelm voter opinion need not
ju >tify the same prohibitions in every season or In every
type of election. But we regret that in reaching its
d!cision, the Court's majority ventured down a tricky
tteoretical path, with the Chief Justice enthusiastically
in the lead.
To spare itself the burden of having to decide too
o 'ten when a state may muzzle a corporation, the Court
t trned to the theory that corporations already share
r tost-though not yet all-of the ordinary citizen's
J irst Amendment rights of free speech and press. The
: .mendment, it held, protects not only a person's right
•.o speak but also a community's right to hear speechno matter what the source. Therefore a: state that would
curb corporate speech bears a heavy burden of proving
it necessary.
That, on · the face of . it, is an appealing theory; the
more debate the merrier in a democracy. It is orre thing,
however, to enhance corporate speech as a matter of
policy, as conditions war.rant. It is quite another to
endow corporati<ms-which are artificial "persons"

'1. J ~ '

created by the state-with more and more of the civil
rights that the Constitution reserved for individuals. The
speech of every person within a corporation, after all,
is already fully protected. To keep augmenting the immutable rights of a legally immortal c~rporate body is
to ignore the wise warning of the minority in this case
that "the state need not permit its own creation to consume it."
As if these matters were not difficult enough, the
Chief Justice then added his personal warning that the
freedom of the press is not only similar to any other
corporation's but may in fact come to depend on it. Two
lines of his thought converge in this startling prognosis.
One is that the free-press clause of the First Amendment really grants no special standing to the institutions of the press-only to the idea of free speech and
publication. If that is so, the Chief Justice contends,
then limits on any corporation risk limiting the "media
corporations" that he finds increasingly hard to distinguish from any other. But even if the Constitution
were read to confer a special status on the media, he
adds, then the state would have to decide who is press
and who is not-a modern version of the dreaded
licensing practice that gave rise to the free-press idea in
the first place.
For the Chief Justice, therefore, everything rides on
distinctions that he has trouble making between a "media
corporation"-which may own paper mill~ (like The
Times) or distribution agencies or even oil wells-and
•any other busines:-.
Is it really so difficult to pick out the press in a
gallery of corporations? Did the Founders who provided
for freedom of the press not recognize that the owners
of some presses would also own lands or slaves? Of
course they did; yet a press was still a press and they
declared it precious for the protection of other liberties.
The Chief Justice may be right to foresee a potential
connection between the rights of Exxon and the rights
of The Times-in the public mind if not in the Constitution. That might be particularly so if The Times
should one day acquire oil tankers while Exxon acquires
a newspaper or decides to publish handbills at election
time. There is a problem here worth thinking about.
But for the time, at least, he is not right to drive the
issue. It remains possible to distinguish a company that
sells newspapers from a company that sells oil and even
from its own parent companies or subsidiaries that
mash pulp or bind encyclopedias.

•
At the moment, and the press clearly aside, the state
has an obvious interest in determining how far it wants
to let corporate money 'intrude into the political process.
Corporate opinion is important-and it is hardly shy
or hidden now. But the weight of money in our politics
is also "important. Let us distinguish the problems with·
out rushing to embrace indiscriminate solutions.
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Corporate Free-Speech Ruling
Widens Political Exposure
by Louis M. Kohlmeier
The Supreme Court's recent decision in First National Bank of Boston
v. Bellotti, holding that corporations
have a constitutional right of free
speech to propagate their political
and social views, has been hailed in
the business community as a corporate Magna Carta. As such, inevitably, it raises many more questions of
substance than it answers.
Does the First Amendment right
of corporations to speak out on social and political issues imply that
they bear constitutional responsibilities in those areas7 By entering
into the social and political lists,
will corporations and corporate governance become still more controversial and vulnerable? And ultimately in the wake of the ruling,
will the corporation remain essentially a capitalist instrument of private profit or become more a tool for
social purpose?
"It has long been recognized/' Justice Byron R. White asserted in his
dissenting opinion in First National
Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, "that ideological or political ... pursuits are not
the proper business of corporations.
The common law was generally interpreted as prohibiting corporate political
participation."
Congress supplemented the common
law as long ago as 1907 with the Corrupt Practices Act barring corporate
contributions in connection with Fed-
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eral elections; some 30 states have similar laws prohibiting or limiting the
financing of state election campaigns
from corporate treasuries. About half
of those states also prohibit or limit
corporate contributions in support of or
opposition to issues that are placed on
the ballot in referendum elections.
The tradition that corporations have
no business in political or ideological
affairs finds expression also in SEC
proxy rules under which corporations
may refuse to submit to stockholder
votes proposals concerning any political, social, racial, religious or other
cause that is not significantly related to
the business of the corporation or is not
within its control.
And the Internal Revenue Code attempts to discourage corporate political
activity by barring the deduction from
corporate income taxes of expenditures
made to influence legislation not directly related to its business, or for
grassroots lobbying of the general public on legislative issues.

Reflection of Populist Fears
In law the corporation is a "person,"
created by the state for economic pursuits defined in its charter and endowed with limited liability and certain other privileges to further those
pursuits; the laws and rules that prohibit, limit or discourage corporate political participation reflect fears that
ideological or political pursuits may be
inimical to economic pursuits. The
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laws and niles undoubtedly also reflect
old Populist fears that unleashed corporate wealth would overwhelm and corrupt the political process.
Still older and deeper fears created a
constitutional tradition that attempts
to separate public from private wealth
and power and to distinguish between
Government and business. The
Supreme Court in another landmark
decision some years ago observed that
the corporation "is an economic institution of such magnitude and importance that there is no present substitute
for it except the State itself."

Separation Never Total
Of course the separation between
American Government and American
Business never has been total. Government for many years has imposed on
private business certain responsibilities
more social than economic in nature,
such as child labor laws and the Social
Security payroll taxes. Business for at
least as long has sought from Government economic privileges, such as steel
tariffs and airline subsidies.
Moreover, the laws and rules circumscribing corporate political participation never stopped any executive
from pushing his political or social
views as an individual, nor the corporation from lobbying on economic issues
affecting its business.
·
Traditionally, Government has imposed only limited responsibilities on
business and business has sought only
limited privileges from Government.
Lately, though, the passive roles of
both sides have been changing. Government in recent years has imposed
on corporations newer and larger responsibilities more social than economic in nature, including responsibilities for a cleaner environ~ent, for
racial and sexual equality in employ-

ment, and for worker safety and health
- even as Social Security taxes and
minimum wages continued to rise.
Corporations have successfully sought
more tariffs, subsidies and other privileges from Government.
The distinction has been blurred between economic issues that materially
affect the corporation and social issues
that traditionally were none of its business. Corporations have become more
and more involved in the legislative
and political processes.
Furthermore, organized labor always
has felt free to participate in politics
and to embrace social causes; it supported many of the social responsi hilities that have been imposed on business. The Corrupt Practices Act today
bars union as well as corporate treasuries from financing political election
campaigns, but unions for years have
been free to sponsor political action
committees that collect contributions
from union members to distribute to
political candidates.

Scales Evened
Congress in 1971 evened the scales of
justice. The 1971 Federal Election
Campaign Act allowed corporations
also to finance the establishment of
political action committees. Now there
are some 600 of them, compared with
fewer than 100 in 197 4.
Given the acceleration in the blurring of the traditional separation of
Government and business, therefore it
is timely for the Supreme Court to
address the question of whether the
corporation has a constitutionally protected right to speak out through its
treasury on social and other causes previously held to be beyond its scope.
The question could have arisen out
of any number of contemporary situations, but it happened to reach the
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Court has come full circle in the past
quarter-century. Its soundly liberal majority then has been replaced with a
soundly conservative majority now.

Precedent for Invalidation
At a minimum, the Powell opinion
seems certain to become precedent for
invalidation of the laws of all of the 15
states that, like Massachusetts, limit or
prohibit corporate treasury spending to
influence referendum elections. Inasmuch as growing numbers of social
issues are being put to referendum
votes, corporations' new freedom to
speak out is significant enough.
Beyond that, however, lawsuits already are being prepared within the
business community to overturn on
constitutional grounds Federal and
state laws and rules that prohibit tax
deduction of corporate lobbying expenditures. Justice White's dissent
went so far as to assert: "All the court
has done is to reserve the formal interment of the Corrupt Practices Act and
similar state statutes for another day."
If business' initial enthusiasm thus is
not misplaced, considerable caution
also is indicated concerning the longer
term meanings of FN Boston. After all,
Brown v. Board of Education marked
the beginning, not an end, of civil
rights turmoil. Its promise to blacks has
not been realized fully a quarter-century later; it has contributed to
profound urban problems that were
not anticipated in 1954.
The ultimate social and economic
consequences on business, labor and
the nation, of the corporation's freedom to exercise First Amendment
rights, similarly cannot be anticipated
fully. For starters, however, it is quite
unlikely that that right will be exercised without the imposition of new
responsibilities on corporations.

An obvious issue arises from the nature of the corporation. For, inasmuch
as the corporation is an unnatural "person," the ideas and ideology it propagates necessarily will be those of its
management. But the stockholders of
today's publicly-held corporations may
have different ideas and ideologies. Justice Powell himself suggested that they
might file derivative lawsuits challenging corporate spending "made for improper corporate purposes or merely to
further the personal interests of management." The Powell opinion suggests
even that stockholders resort to "corporate democracy" and throw out a management that propagates a disagreeable
ideology.

Change SEC Proxy Rules
Nor is the issue of the rights of
management versus the rights of stockholders to be considered in the abstract.
The corporation's new freedom to
speak out on non-economic issues
would seem to require amendment of
present SEC proxy rules that let management refuse to submit to stockholders proposals concerning political, social, racial, religious and other such
causes. Commissioner Philip A. Loomis
said in an interview that "We might
feel we have to change our rules to get
minority stockholders in on the act."
And all of that may be but the edge
of the thicket. Unions for many years
have espoused political and social as
well as economic causes, and the
Supreme Court has ruled that dissenting union members have certain constitutional rights. The Powell and
White opinions both suggest that corporations and unions now are to be
treated equally in the political and social spheres. So it seems not unlikely
that the Supreme Court on some future
day might decide that stockholders also
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"Some 20 million Americans suffer
training of each individual.
from 'The Silent Killer' [high blood pres•It leads to demands for greater govsure] and are essentially unaware of
ernment intervention .
•If government spends more , and ·
it : . .. In a like manner, almost 220 million
Americans suffer from a lack of awarethere is no corresponding expansion in
- ness of the capital and job formation
private industry, inflation further weakens the economY:
'disease: "
·
This gri m analogy is drawn by
• American industry loses ground to
foreign competitors in domestic and
Charles D. Kuehner, editor of a new
book of essays entitled Capital and Job
world markets.
• As industry weakens, it spends less
Formation: our nation's 3rd-century
for research and development, and adchallenge (Dow Jones-Irwin , 1978, $15).
ditional capital formation oroblems apThe essays are by people who deal with
pear.
the problem every day-Treasury Sec•Industry is less able to cope with
retary W. Michael Blumenthal, for example, and such chief executives as John- · problems of pollution and energy.
• Consumers, buffeted by more inflaD. deButts of American Tele-p hone and
tion, demand still more government inTelegraph Company, Reginald H. Jones
tervention, controls and spending.
of General Electric Company, IrFew people are even aware of the
ving S. Shapiro of E. I. du Pont de Ne-:
mours & Co., Inc_. , and Rawleigh Warner,
problem, let alone its magnitude, Dr.
Kuehner says. He does point .out that
Jr., of Mobil.
where governments give the issue top
But the tone is set by Dr. Kuehner,
an executive with AT&T and an econopriority-in Japan and West Germany, for
mist. Dr. Kuehner is a worried man . His
example-the result-has been hailed as
concern is that capital formation- "the
an economic miracle .-ln the U.S., on the
process of channeling investment into
other hand, "when an investor accumunew plant and equipment"-is well
lates the $30 ,000 needed to finance a job
down on the list of national priorities,
in private industry, government policy
and is hindered by government pol icies.
then says 'We will penalize you by, (1)
The process. he points out, "is crucial in
taxing your dividends twice and , (2) if you
creating new and better jobs, goods,
make any capital gains we'll tax that
and ·services. Capital formation is also
also-even though much_of .the gain
essential in combatting inflation , cleanmerely reflects the impact of inflation
ing up the environment, increasing proand is not a true capital gain at all .' "
ductivity, and raising our citizens' stanThe book cites the specifics of
dard of living:·
many industries. But just as important
· Carrying h is medical example to its
as the insights it offers is the faCt that the
logical conclusion, Dr. Kuehner notes
book was written at all. When people
that just as higtr blood pressure weaktalk about a silent killer, economic· or
ens the heart and other organs, the
physical , then the silence is penetrated,
"capital and job formation disease"
the mystery falls away, and remedies
spreads throughout the economy:
become possible.
• It widens unemployment, or unRemedies to the capital formation
deremployment relative to the skills or
dilemma are long overdue .
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